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A neural theory of circadian rhythms:
Aschoff s rule in diurnal and nocturnal mammals
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CARPENTER. GAIL A.. AND STEPHEN GROSSBERG. A neural curves to pulses of light in diurnal and nocturnal mam-
theory of circadian rhythms: A~choff's rule in diurnal and nr:c- mals, including the "dead zone" of phase resetting insen-
turnal mammals, Am. J. Physlol. 247 (Regulatory Integrative sitivity during the subjective day of a nocturnal mammal
Compo Phy~iol. 1~): R10~7-R1082, 1984.-~ neural, ~odel of (9,10,18,26), SCN ablation studies (22), and suppression

thesuprac~lasmat.lcnuclelsuggest~h°v.:beha":lor~lac~lvIty,rest, of the pacemaker by high light intensities (3,11). Due toand circadian period depend on light intensity In diurnal and h f h .
h d I h h '

nocturnal mammals. These properties are traced to the action ~ e act t ~t every process in t e mo e as a p yslcal

of light input (external zeitgeber) and an activity-mediated inte~retatlon,.the .model also suggests a,number.of.an-
fatigue signal (internal zeitgeber) on the circadian pacemaker. atomlc~l, phY~I?logIcal, and pharmacological pred~ct~ons
Light enhances activity of the diurnal model and suppresses to test Its vahdity. Notable among these are predictions
activity of the nocturnal model. Fatigue suppresses activity in that test whether slowly varying transmitter gating ac-
both diurnal and nocturnal models. The asymmetrical action tions form part of the SCN pacemaker. In model circuits
of light and fatigue in diurnal vS. nocturnal models explains controlling motivated behaviors such as eating and
the more consistent a~erence of nocturnal mam~als to As- drinking, such slow gating processes have already been
choffs rule, the consistent, adh~rence of both diurnal and used to analyze a variety of abnormal behaviors, such as
nocturnal mammals to the c~rca~an rule, an.d.the tendenc"t of juvenile hyperactivity, Parkinsonism, hyperphagia, and
nocturnal mammals to lose circadian rhythmicity at lower light. 1 h ' h . ( 3 ) If 1 .,. levels than diurnal mammals. The fatigue signal is related to Sl~P e s~ lZOP ~ema .1 , 14. a s. ow gating act~on IS

the sleep process S of Borbely (Hum. Neurobiol. 1: 195-204, venfie? in the.SCN, It w~u.1d pro:-'lde .a new baslf: for
1982.) and contributes to the stability of circadian period. Two an~lyzing certain abnorr:nah~les of ~lrc~dlan rhythms and
predictions follow: diurnal mammals obey Aschoffs rule less their effects on the motivational Circuits that they mod-
consistently during a self-selected light-dark cycle than in ulate.
constant light, and if light level is increased enough during The present article analyzes Aschoffs rule and its
sleep in diurnal mammals to compensate for eye closure. then exceptions and the circadian rule in diurnal and noctur-
Aschoffs ~le will hold m?re .consistently. The results are nal mammals (1-3). This analysis is based on the same
compared wIth those of Enright s model. processes that have been used to explain all phenomena

, ., ..mentioned above. Each process can, in principle, be
hypothalamus; s~prachlasmatlc nuclei; transmitter gate; In- experimentally manipulated to test the analysis by caus-
strumental behavior ing determinate changes in Aschoffs rule. For example,

we predict in section 10 that a diurnal mammal that
, ..obeys Aschoffs rule in a constant light environment will

1. Intro~uchon: A ~eural Mode! of C£~cadwn .obey the rule less consistently at high light levels when
System £n Mammalwn Suprach£asmatLC Nucle£ given dark shelter or lights out during sleep. In section

A circadian pacemaker that helps to control the wake- 15 we compare ?ur an~lysis of Aschoffs rule with that
sleep and activity-rest cycles of mammals has been iden- of other models in the literature.

tified in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the h::"P°- 2. Aschoff's Rule Circadian Rule and Exceptions
thalamus (17,20,28). A neural model of the SCN Clrca- ' ,

dian system has recently been developed (5-7). This Enright (11) describes Aschoff s rule and the circadian
model was constructed from neural components that rule as follows:
have also been used to model motivated behaviors, such 1. "Aschoffs rule"; For diurnal animals, the free-running period of
as eating and drinking that are controlled by other ~ circ.adian ,activity r~ythm usually decrea.ses with increasing

...' Th SCN d 1 light intensity; the brighter the constant light. the faster thehypothalamic Circuits (12, 13, 21). us our. .mo .e animal's "clock" runs. For nocturnal animals, the converse is
forms part of a larger theory of how hypothalamic Circuits usually observed: the free-running period of the rhythm increases
are specialized to control different types of motivated with increasing light intensity.
behaviors. 2. The "circadian rule": For diurnal animals, bri,ghter co~s~nt light.

d 1 h b bl t prolongs daily wakefulness under free-running conditIons. and
Perhaps for this reason our mo e as een a e 0 also increases the level of arousal as indicated by the intensity

quantitatively simulate a large body of circadian data. of locomotor activity, For noctu~al animals, the converse is
These data include split rhythms (16, 23, 25), several true: brighter light usually shortens the duration of wakefulness
types of long-term aftereffects (3, 23, 24), phase response and decreases the intensity of activity.
0363-6119/84 $1.50 Copyright @ 1984 the American Physiological Society R1067
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These rules hold when an animal is exposed to a NOCTURNAL DIURNAL
constant light level at all times. The changes in period MAMMALS MAMMALS

and activity level are functions of this light level as it is
parametrically varied. Enright says that the described
changes "usually" occur in diurnal and nocturnal ani. ~22

L 2

mals. Actually there are pronounced differences in how ' D ~ T' D universally these rules hold in diurnal and nocturnal ~ ,/ 5

mamm~ls. Fo,r example, Aschoff (3) writes 8 'lL

For m~ht-actlv~ species of m~mmals ...t~ere IS again an unamb~g. D
uous picture,: with the exceptlo~ of the fruit. bat, .Rou.se~tu.s f!J!gyptla-' D
cus, all species lengthen T [period] as ILL [light intensity] Increases '" ""-
." [but] a bimodal [decreasing-then. increasing] dependence of T 1 4
on ILL could be characteristic for at least some species of night. _/active mammals, Other than the quite uniform T.characteristics D ,.,.-1 obtained from night-active mammals and day-active birds. the D--, 3

daytime species of mammals, ,. show large differences in the ~ 1
dependence of T on ILL. A lengthening of T with increasing ILL "'-- 2
prevails. but four species shorten T, at least within certain ranges
of intensities, ., , D 1

Figure 1 describes characteristic data that illustrate As- 1 De- -~,
choffs rule. 1

Thus diurnal and nocturnal mammals are asymmetri- D""""~cal with respect to how frequently they violate Aschoff's 1

rule. Nocturnal mammals obey the rule more consistently FIG. 1. Sc~em.atic graphs of T v.s. ILL summarized. by Aschoff (3),
than diurnal mammals. When nocturnal mammals do Aschoff's review mclude~ 34 experiments o~ 20 spe~les of nocturnal

., mammals and 19 experiments on 16 species of diurnal mammals.
not obey Aschoff's rule, a shortening of penod usually Numbers, no. of Aschoff's graphs with similar shapes. D indicates that
occurs followed by a lengthening of period. Remarkably furthest left data point was computed from a free run in the dark, Most
a similar shortening followed by a lengthening of period nocturn~ T functions are monotone increasing. Diurnal T functions are
occurs in many diurnal mammals that do not obey As- more vaned. See Aschoff (3) for references.

choff's rule (3), thereby sharpening the sense in which
diurnal and nocturnal animals asymmetrically follow the F signal, and the pacemaker. In particular the predicted
rule. differences in the way diurnal and nocturnal activity

durations and periods react to different levels of steady
3. Asymmetry of Fatigue and Light ~ight will be tr.aced to asymm.etries in the action of light
in Diurnal and Nocturnal ModeLs- input and F SIgnal on the diurnal and nocturnal pace.

makers. Whereas both light and fatigue tend to inhibit
.Our SCN model consists of a circadian pacemaker activity-generating output of a nocturnal pacemaker,

wIth a rhythm modulated by several types of signals. light excites and fatigue inhibits activity-generating out-
One signal is an external zeitgeber due to the action of put of a diurnal pacemaker. The more regular adherence
light. Light inp'Jt is defined to have opposite effects on of nocturnal mammals to Aschoff's rule will also be

: the diurnal and nocturnal pacemaker. A second type of traced to this asymmetry.
.] signal is a feedback signal to the pacemaker. This signal In contrast the circadian rule is robustly obeyed in the
:I F is interpreted to be an index of the animal's metabolic model except in situations where long-term aftereffects
;i activity as delivered to the pacemaker through the blood- predominate. The circadian rule states that an increase

stream. We call this F signal a fatigue signal because it of steady light intensity stimulates activity in the diurnal
tends to inhibit the activity-generating output signal in animal and depresses activity in the nocturnal animal.
both the diurnal and the nocturnal models. Sources of We will explain why action of the light input tends to
the F signal are not necessarily restricted to metabolic cause the circadian rule, despite action of the F signal,
consequences of overt motor activity. In its present form even in parameter ranges where the F signal plays a role
the model assumes that the signal builds up progressively in causing exceptions to Aschoffs rule.

as a function of its activity-generating output signal and
exponentially decays during inactive intervals. The F

4 A C t ' B t ' l:' t ' S .
1. I . th t f .. di d . 1 ..onnec ~on e ween L' a ~gue Lgna

sIgna IS us a ype 0 actIvIty-me ate mterna zelt- nd 81 D nd t P Sb A h. d f ' al . I t db k ' I a eep- epe en rocess
ge er. t lr type 0 SIgn IS a so a Lee ac sIgna to
the pacemaker. This signal buffers the pacemaker Due to the importance of the F signal process in our
against adventitious light fluctuations, such as cloudy explanation of Aschoff's rule, it is interesting to compare
weather, yet enables it to react to pervasive lighting properties of this process with related concepts in the
changes, such as seasonal changes. This feedback signal, circadian literature. The sleep-dependent process S (4)
which causes long-term aftereffects and the slow onset is formally similar to our F process. If these two processes
of split rhythms in the model (5, 7), will not be considered turn out to be the same, then manipulations of process
here. ' S should affect period and activity levels in the manner

We explain Aschoff's rule and its exceptions by ana- predicted by our model.
lyzing the interactions between steady light inputs, the Borbely (4) introduces process S to explain his data
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about sleep regulation in humans. Process S is hypothe- A
sized to summate with the output of a circadian oscillator ACTIVITY --"" C that, in Borbely's measurements, covaries with the ~.:::-J~:~:~+ ~,
human temperat~re rhythm. The h~othesis that t~e z, ,-", z ~~IFATIGUE

su~ o~ Sand C signals r~gulates sleep. IS used to explal.n ON-CELLS --OFF-CELLS

var~atlons of sleep. duration as a functIon of sleep depn- x,\ -7vatlon and onset tIme. IProcess S is assumed to progressively build up during

an activity period and to exponentially decay within a

few hours during sleep. These properties are also prop-

erties of the F signal. Our model can be combined with AROUSAL
the sleep model of Borbely (4) in humans in two different LIGHT

ways. In one realization 1) the F signal accumulates

during the waking state and exponentially decays on an ACT I V ITY -"" ultradian time scale during sleep; 2) the F signal feeds B -

6 :~' " back to the SCN pacemaker and depresses its activity- +,' + ',FATIGUE

generating output; and 3) output from the SCN sum- z, -,-' z ~'

mates with a signal that covaries with the temperature ON-CEll~::~ OFF-CELLS

rhythm. This sum controls onset and duration of sleep. '\ 7 \In the other realization 1 and 2 still hold. The large F

signal shifts the base line, but not rhythmicity, of the

SCN pacemaker. Output from the SCN controls the

onset and duration of sleep and entrains the temperature LIGHT
rhythm. AROUSAL

FIG. 2. Anatomy and physiology of diurnal (A) and nocturnal (J

gated pacemakers. Potential XI of an on-cell (population) and potenti

5. Testmg ExLStence of Fatzgue Szgnal x, of an off-cell (population) obey Eqs. 1 and 2. respectively. Transmi

ter substance ZI gates the positive feedback signal {(x,) from on-ci

" The F signal plays a role in our SCN circadian model (population) to itself, and transmitter substance z, gates positive fee-
..that is homologous to the role played by a satiety signal back signal {(x,~ from ,off-cell (population) to itself. I. non.speci!

. d I f h h t h a l a. a. .. (12 13) arousal level, which excItes on-cells and off-cells equally. F excites 01
m ~ur mo e 0 t e yp<:> .mIc e. t.mg circuIt., .cells. Light input J(t) excites on-cells of diurnal model (A) and 01

As mthe case of the satIety signal It IS far more difficult cells of nocturnal model (B). Transmitter ZI in Eq. 3 accumulates v

to characterize the biochemistry of a physiological signal term D(E -Z,) and is released at rate -H{(x,)zt. A similar law govef1

than its existence and its behavioral properties, Our Z2 in Eq, 4. F signal in Eq. 5 builds up .with behavioral activity .via ter

theory argues for the existence and properties of an F h(x,) and decays a: a cons.tant rate:18 term -KF. Many basic mo,d

.. b ..properties persist In modified versions of Eqs. 1-5. Specles-specl!

signal by demonstratIng .ehavlora.l conse~u7nces. of ItS variations and future data may support particular versions witho

presence or absence. WIthout thIS predictive linkage altering qualitative explanations of model properties.

between behavior and physiology, it would be impossible

to discove,r the chemical signals mediating fatigue feed- iological, behavioral, and EEG methods to test for th

back and ItS SCN receptors. ..existence and properties of the F signal.

The present theory enables such biochemIcal tests to

b~ ~ade: For example, if a I?utative recept~r .is foun~ its 6. Gated Pacemaker Model

elImInatIon should cause either arrhythmIclty or vIola-

tions of Aschoffs rule in the manner predicted by the The gated pacemaker model describes the dynamics (

theory. Likewise if F signal. receptors are found using on-cell/off-cell pairs, called gated dipoles, in which or

this method, then putative chemical signals to the recep- cells and off-cells mutually inhibit one another, Populf

tors can be tested by directly applying them to the tions of these gated dipoles are assumed to exist in eac

receptor sites. Different courses of controlled chemical SCN. The following processes define the gated paCE

release lead to predictions about the dependence of cir- maker dynamics that will be used in this article (Fig. 2

cadian period on dosage. 1) slowly accumulating transmitter substances are dE

The F signal also figures prominently in our explana- pleted by gating' the release of feedback signal

tion of split rhythms and long-term aftereffects (7). 2) feedback signals are organized as an on-center, of

Destroying putative receptors or applying putative chem- surround, or competitive, anatomy; 3) both on-cells aI1

ical signals leads to behavioral predictions about how off-cells are tonically aroused; 4) light excites on-cel

split rhythms or long-term aftereffects will be altered. of a diurnal model and off-cells of a nocturnal modE

Finally the formal linkage between the F signal and 5) on-cells drive observable activity, such as wheel turl

Borbely's process S (4) enables electroencephalographic ing, in both diurnal and nocturnal models; 6) on-CE

(EEG) measures to be used to test whether process S activity gives rise to an F signal that is fed back to tl

varies concurrently with the F signal in all experiments off-cells in both diurnal and nocturnal model. The

where Borbely's procedure can be used. signal is a time average of the on-cell output signal. Tl

The net effect of our theory is thus to suggest many model equations for a nocturnal gated pacemaker a

interdisciplinary experiments using biochemical, phys- defined as follows
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dxl/dt = -Axl + (B -xl)[1 + I(XI)ZJ (In) predictions. In noc.turnal mammals there are SCN pace-
: ( + C) ( ) maker cells at which the effects of a light pulse J and

-Xl g X2 h f .. I Ft e at1gue signa summate. These are the off-cells of

dx2/dt = -Ax2 + (B -x2)[1 + f(X2)Z2 + F + J(t)] (2) Eq. 2n. In diurnal mammals a light pulse and the F signal
-(x + C) () n are. mutually inhibit.ory at all SCN pacemaker cells. Thus

2 g Xl a light pulse J excites on-cells in Eq. Id; the F signal

dZi/dt = D(E -Zi) -Hf(Xl)Zi (3) excites off-cells in Eq. 2d, and on-cells and off-cells are
mutually inhibitory. In both diurnal and nocturnal mam-

dzJ~t = D(E -Z2) -Hf(X2)Z2 (4) mals a light pulse excites some SCN cells and inhibits

dF/dt = -KF + h(xJ (5) other SCN cells. This is because light J excites either
...' on-cells or off-cells, and these cell populations are mu-

Variable. Xl m Eq. .In lS t.he potent!al of an o~-cell tually inhibitory. Also see section 16, which notes that
(population) Vl' Va.nable X2 m Eq. 2n IS the potent1al of light pulses may differentially excite both types of cells
an off-cell (populat1on) V2. Both Xl and X2 obey membrane in some mammals.
equations (15). In Eqs. In and 2n the parameter -A in
terms -AXI and -AX2 determines the fast decay rate of 7. Signal Functions, Activity Thresholds,
potentials Xl and X2. Also in Eqs. 1 nand 2n term I and Attenuation of Light Input During Sleep

represents the arousal level that equally excites VI and
Model . E 1 5 1 t 1 d fi d ' b h .

I E h . b s m qs. -are comp e eye me y a c olce

V2. n ~. In t e tra~smltter su stance Z.l gates the of the signal functions (I, g, h), light input J(t), and
nonnegative feedback signal f(Xl) from Vl to Itself. Term pa ameters I 11 ' 1 t . th . 1 fu t. f( )f( ) .. 1 h h ...r .n a slmu a Ions e signa nc Ions w

Xl ZllS proportlona to t e rate at w 1ch transml~ter IS and g(w) in E s. 1-4 are chosen to b th h ld-l'released from the feedback pathway from Vl to Itself, functions of aci. 't e res 0 mear
thereby reexciting Xl' Off-cells inhibit the on-cells via IVI y w

the nonnegative signal g(X2) in term -(Xl + C)g(X2)' f(w) = max(w, 0) (6)

Equation 2n is the same as Eq; 1 n, except that indexes 1 -
and 2 are interchanged and the light input J(t) excites g(w) -max(w, 0) (7)

V2, not Vi' because Eqs. 1-5 represent a nocturnal model. The signal function h(w) is defined in two steps. First,
Also the F signal excites V2 in both nocturnal and diurnal the on-cell output signal function h *(w) is defined. Then
models. we choose

Equations 3 and 4 define the transmitter processes Zl
and Z2. In Eq. 3 the transmitter Zl accumulates to its h(w) = M max[h*(w) -h*(N), 0] (8)

maximal level E at a slow rate D via the term D(E -Zl). Funct1 'o h * ( ) ... d S h d fu t.
fTh o.' n w 18 a SlgmOI or -s ape nc Ion 01S slow accumulation process 1S balanced by the release activity w ' ,

of Zi at rate Hf(Xl)Zl, leading to the excitation of Xl in .
Eq.1n. A similar combination of slow accumulation and h*(w) = W2/(P2 + W2) (9)

gated release defines the dynamics of transmitter Z2 in I . 1 I I f h h( ) .
Eq 4 n our numer1ca runs, on y va ues 0 w were w IS

Th~ F signal in Eq. 5 is a time average of the on-cell approximately threshold-linear were used. Ca~enter and
output signal h (Xl)' The decay rate K of F is chosen to Grossberg (6) ~nal~ze how pacemak~r dynamlc~ are al-
be slower than A in Eqs. I nand 2n but faster than D in tered b~ ch<?osmg diffe.rent types of signal functions,
Eqs. 3 and' 4. Whereas parameter D contributes to the. Physical mterp~etatlons of f a~d g h,ave already been
model's circadian time scale, parameter K contributes to glv~n. The de.firutl~ns of h. a~d h require further expla-
the model's ultradian time scale. nat1on. ~unctlon h [Xl(t)] IS Interpreted ~o be the ,o~-ce.ll

The diurnal gated pacemaker differs from the noctur- o~tput Signal of the pacemaker. Behav1oral actlvlt~ IS
nal pacemaker only in Eqs. Id and 2d which define its triggered when Xl(t) exceeds ~hresho~d N. The fun~tlon
on-cell and off-cell potentials. h[x~(~)] defined by E9' 8 pro,v1des an Index of behav!oral

act1v1ty. By Eq. 5 fat1gue builds up at a rate proportional

dXl/dt = -AXl + (B -xJ[I + f(XJZi + J(t)] ( d ) to behavioral activity. Activity ceases when Xl(t) :S N.
C) ( ) I During such a time interval, fatigue decays at exponential

-(Xl + g X2 rate K.

dx /dt = -Ax + (B -X )[1 + f(X2)Z2 + F] By so defming fatigue we provide a relatively simple

2 2 2 (2d) description of the model. In more complex versions of

-(X2 + C)g(xJ the model, pacemaker output modulates the arousal level

dzl/dt = D(E -zJ -Hf(xJZi (3) of motivational. ~ircuits ~e.g., for eating, drinking, sex,
exploratory activity). ThiS arousal level helps to deter-

dz2/dt = D(E -Z2) -Hf(X2)Z2 (4) mine the sensitivity of these circuits to external and

dF/dt = -KF + h(x ) (5) internal cues. The resu,ltant behavior,s ha,:e metabolic
1 consequences that contr1bute to the fatigue signal (7,13).

Interpretation of the diurnal equations is similar to that This additional complexity has not been needed to qual-
of the nocturnal equations. itatively explain Aschoffs rule or the circadian rule.

A comparison of the nocturnal pacemaker with the Another factor that we consider herein concerns the
diurnal pacemaker leads to the following physiological distinction between overt activity (e.g., wheel turning),
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wakeful rest, and sleep. In the circadian literature the that indicate the dynamic factors subserving Aschoffs
total period (T) is divided into time (a) during which the rule and its exceptions in our model. The next section
animal engages in overt activity and the remaining rest desc.ribes num:rical studies of. the circadian rule, and
time (p) (2). No distinction is made between wakeful rest section 10 continues the analysis of how these numerical
and sleep despite a transitional time of wakeful rest properties are generated. This analysis provides a dy-
before after and possibly during the overt activity cycle. namic explanation of how Aschoffs rule and the circa-
This time of wakeful rest, during which the eyes are open dian rule depend on the physiological processes of our
but fatigue is decaying, plays a role in our analysis of model. We pay particular attention to how the F signal
Aschoffs rule because different light intensities can have and the amount of light attenuation that occurs during
differential effects on the durations of wakeful rest and eye closure or lights out influences these rules. Analysis
sleep in the model. of the effects of light attenuation led, for example, to the

To mathematically distinguish these three states, we prediction that diurnal mammals obey Aschoffs rule less
assume as in Eq. 8 that overt activity takes place when consistently during a self-selected light-dark cycle than

in constant light. As greater experimental control isXl(t) > N (10) achieved over the F signal, the analysis can be used to

A sleep threshold Q is also assumed to exist such that suggest behaviorally testable predictions about that pro-
N> Q, When cess too. For example, we predict that nocturnal mam-

Q < x (t) < N (11) mals which obey Aschoffs rule will either be arrhythmic1 -(section 15) or violate Aschoffs rule if their F signal is

the model is in a state of wakeful rest. When blocked before it can modulate their SCN pacemaker.
x (t) :S Q (12) Given the formal similarity of the F signal to Borbely's1 .sleep-dependent process S (section 15), these predictions

th~ model is m a state of sleep. W e defin~ sleep m. terms may provide a way to experimentally probe process S
of its effects on the ~acemaker. The main effect is that using properties of Aschoffs rule and the circadian rule.
eye closure (or enterIng a dark nes.t) can attenuate. the The numerical studies consider eight cases that arise
light input to the pacemaker, Lettmg L(t) b~, the light from combining the following three alternatives in all
input that reaches the ~ace~aker .when itS eyes are possible ways: 1) nocturnal vs. diurnal, 2) no fatigue
open, we define the net hght input in Eqs. 1 d and 2n to signal vs. large fatigue signal, and 3) no light attenuation
be by eye closure (8 = 1) vs. maximal light attenuation by

{L(t) if Xl(t) > Q eye closure (8 = 0).
J(t) = 8L(t) if x (t) :S Q (13) Our main mechanistic insight about Aschoffs rule is

...1 that fatigue causes the rule to hold. The asymmetrical
Parameter 8 is a hght attenuation ~actor due to ~ye frequency with which the rule holds in diurnal vs. noc-
closure. Hence 0 ~ 8 :S 1. We system~tlcally vary the si~e turnal mammals is traced to the asymmetrical manner
?f 8 ~n our analysi~. .The fa~t that 8 is not always ze~o is in which light perturbs diurnal and nocturnal models
imphed ?y ~he a.bihty of hght .pulses to phas~ Shift a with respect to site of action of fatigue (Fig. 2).
mammal s circadian rhythm while the mammal is asleep To start, consider the nocturnal and diurnal models
(6,26). ..with no fatigue (F .0) and no ligl1t attenuation (8 = 1).

O~r de~~ltlons of ~akeful rest and sleep are chosen By Eqs. 1-5, the nocturnal and diurnal pacemaker models
for slmphclty. In species for whom a separate tempera- are symmetrical: off-cells in the nocturnal model play
ture pacemaker helps control sleep onset, a more co.mplex the role of on-cells in the diurnal model and conversely.
definition is needed to discuss situations wherein the Thus T of both models is the same. Consequently As-
SCN and temperature pac:~akers become desyn~hro- choffs rule cannot occur in this case. It must depend on
nized (8, 30). Also, ~ur definItion of the f~dback F signal either fatigue, light attenuation, or both. In nocturnal
assumes that no fatIgue accumulates du.rIng ":"akeful rest. and diurnal models on-cell output causes behavioral ac-
Th~ simula.tions thus make the ap?rOXlmatlon~ ~hat the tivity. The a of the nocturnal model consequently varies
F signal buIlds up much faster durIng ,overt activIty t~an in a complementary manner with respect to the a of the
during wakeful rest an.d that all oscIlla~ors controlh?g diurnal model. This property exemplifies the fact that
sleep onset are approxImately synchronIzed. In speCies the circadian rule holds in our model in all eight cases.
that spe~d most waking ho~rs acti~ely explo~ing or con- Figure 3 summarizes how j varies with increasing
summating, the lack of fatIgue. buIldup durIng w.akeful steady light levels in the eight cases. In every case all
rest. causes no. loss of generahty. In other speCIes an parameters are held constant, other than the parameters
ObVIOUS extensIon of the model would postulate a sma~ler controlling light attenuation (8) and the amount of fa-
rate of fatigue buildup during wakeful rest than durIng tigue (M in Eq. 8), The fixed parameters are listed in
overt activity. In any case the present hypotheses have Table 1. These parameters were chosen so that no single
proved sufficient to qualitatively explain Aschoffs rule term in Eqs. 1-4 dominates any other term. A method
and the circadian rule. for balancing terms in this way is described in Ref. 6,

,. where it is shown that clock-like oscillations are gener-
8. Asch!Jtt's RuLlf and tts Excepttons: ated within a wide numerical range of balanced param-
Numerlcal Studtes eters.

This section describes parametric numerical studies The parameters 8 and M were chosen to maximize the
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A B this curve decreases before it increases. Thus the curve
0 F LARGE does not obey Aschoffs rule for either nocturnal or
~ 8 = 1 : 8 = a diurnal mammals. However, as shown in Fig. 1, there

exists both nocturnal and diurnal mammals whose period
0 0 changes in the manner of Fig. 3C as a function of LL.

~~ ~ In Fig. 3A no light attenuation during eye closure~'" '" occurs, but there exists a significant F signal. The F

Co signal causes distinct T values to occur in the nocturnal
~i and diurnal models. Moreover, each graph of T vs. LL
~ exhibits Aschoffs rule. In Fig. 3 the comparisons of A

0 with C and B with D are the basis for our claim that
~ fatigue is a primary factor in generating Aschoffs rule.
"b 00 .LL' .05 0.02LL O.O~ 0.05 This comparison also leads to the prediction that noc-
00 00 turnal mammals obeying Aschoffs rule will either be

NOCTU~N~I. arrhythmic (section 15) or will violate Aschoffs rule if
(! e e e ~ OIU~N~1. their F signal is blocked before it can modulate their

SCN pacemaker.
F -0 Deviations from Aschoffs rule are explained by the

g -g joint action of fatigue and light attenuation due to eye
~ 8 = 1 ~ 8 = a closure. A comparison between Fig. 3, A and B, illustrates

one of these deviations. In both figures fatigue feedback
5~ ~ is effective. The figures differ only in how much light
~~ ~ attenuation occurs during sleep. In Fig. 38 the nocturnal
-model continues to obey Aschoffs rule, whereas the
~g g diurnal model does not. This fact is a basis for our
~i i explanation of the greater tendency of nocturnal mam-
4. mals to obey Aschoffs rule. Despite violation of Aschoffs

~ ~ rule by the diurnal model, the diurnal model's period
; 00 0.02 o'.o~ 0'.05 ; 00 0.02 o.o~ 0.08 curve is similar to curves generated by certain diurnal
00 LL 00 LL mam~als (Fig. 1). The differe~tial rea~tions of noctu:nal

.and diurnal models to the interaction between l1ght
C D attenuation and fatigue reflects the asymmetrical sites

FIG. 3. Period T as function of light intensity LL; 8 curves corre- of action of these factors in the nocturnal and diurnal
spond to 8 combinations of nocturnal V9. diurnal. 8 = 1 V9. 8 = O. and pacemakers.
F large V8. F .0 All model parameters are chosen as in Table 1. LL. The rate-limiting role of fatigue in generating As-

.linee:r ~ction of logarithm of.ambient light intensi~y. This transfor- choff's rule is again shown by comparing Fig. 3, Band
matlon .Is ass~med ~ OCCU~ In pathv:ay from retinal .recept:ors to D. In both cases light is significantly attenuated d .
suprachlasmatlc nuclei. Choice A -1 In Table 1 fues dimensionless unng
time scale. For comparison we have transformed time scale so that in eye closure. In Fig. 3D, however, no fatIgue IS regIstered
each case T = 24 h in the dark. This is accomplished by multiplying at either pacemaker. At low light levels, curves generated
dimensionless T of Eqa. 1-5 by 0.552 h (A. B) or by 0.305 h (C. D). by the nocturnal and diurnal models are opposite those

one would expect from Aschoff's rule. Thus our model
differences between small and large light attenuation predicts that if a technique could be found to prevent
and fatigue effects. In particular we chose 8 = 0 in Fig. registration of the hypothesized F signal by SCN off.
3, Band D, to illustrate maximal light attenuation during cells, then the experimental animal should violate As
sleep. We chose 8 = 1 in Fig. 3, A and C, to illustrate no choffs rule. The period T of the nocturnal model in Fig
light attenuation during sleep. We chose M = 0 and F(O) 3D increases with LL at large values of LL. Thus in al
= 0 in Fig. 3, C and D, to illustrate the case of zero the graphs in Fig. 3 the nocturnal model obeys Aschoff
fatigue. In Fig. 3, A and B, M was chosen to maximize rule, at least for large values of LL. This property als
the effects of fatigue. Very large M values cause such a supports the idea that nocturnal mammals obey Ae
large F signal that behavioral activity is suppressed al- choffs rule more consistently than diurnal mammals.
most as soon as it begins. In Fig. 3 comparing A with C Due to the importance of the comparison between Fij
and B with D shows the choice M = 0.1 causes a signif- 3, A and B, we compare these curves with curves gene'
icant effect of fatigue without preventing sustained bouts ated in response to a different choice of pacemakl
of behavioral activity from occurring. parameters. Figure 4 shows the curves obtained when E

We now consider Fig. 3 in detail. Each graph depicts parameters except the arousal level (1 in Eqs. I and:
.period of the nocturnal model and the diurnal model as are the same as in Table 1. To obtain Fig. 4 a low

a function of parametric increases in steady light level arousal level (1 = 0.1) was used. All qualitative properti
(LL). Figure 3C describes the case of no light attenuation of Fig. 3, A and B, are preserved in Fig. 4, A and
(8 = 1) and no fatigue (F .0). Because both nocturnal respectively. Aschoffs rule again holds in Fig. 4A. T
and diurnal models have the same period in this case, curves in Fig. 4B look as if their abscissas have be
only one curve is shown. As a function of increasing LL, stretched at small values of LL. The effect causes, ~

i
i 'i""
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A .B A B
F LARGE F LRAGE

0 0 0 =
= 0 0 9 0

.:; 9=1 .:; 9=0 ~ =1 ~l 9=0
I

-= = ~ ~I
~.. ...'~~ ~ --1I- ~ I-:

~ I
°0 = -'0 0

1Co 0 ~o 0~~ ~ .. '"
B.

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

..0.02 O.Oq 0.06 ; 00 0.02 O.O~ 0.06 -b 00 0.02LL O.O~ 0,06 -b 00 0,02 O'.O~ O'.J5
LL LL LL

00 DO DO 00

NOCTUANAl NOCTU~NAl

C!eee~orUANAl C!eee~DIUANAl
F=O

0 0
FIG, 4, Period T as function of light intensity LL. The 4 curves ~ 9 = 1 ~

correspond to 4 combinations of nocturnal vs. diurnal and 6 = 1 vs. 6 ~ ~
= 0 when F is large. Arousal level I = 0.1. All other parameters are
chosen as in Table 1. By multiplying dimensionless T values of Eqs, 1- g =
5 by scaling factor 0.472 h, T in the dark is rued at 24 h. ~ ~

~:
TABLE 1. Parameter ualues ~

= g
.;

Parame- V slue Interpretation
ter

A 1 X; decay rate s: s:
B 5 maximal X; "b 00 0.02 o.o~ 0.08 "b 00 0.02 O,O~ 0.~8
C 05 .. I LL LL

..minima x; DO 00
D 0.01 z; accumulation rate (slow)
E 0.4 maximal Zi C D
H -0.02 z; release rate
I 0.13 arousal FIG. 5. Length a of activity interval as a function of light intensity
K 0.17 F decay rate LL. Systems in A-D correspond to systems In Fig. 3, A-D, respectively.
N 0.72 activity threshold
Q 0.67 sleep threshold
P 1 Xl value where on-cell output is half-maximal model, as essentially always occurs in the mammalian
M {0 } F. 0 data. The circadian rule is primarily due to the fact that

0.1 F large light excites on-cells in the diurna! model and off-cells
8 {1 } no light at.tenuation during sl~p in the nocturnal model, whereas in both cases on-cell

0 complete Ilght attenuation dunng sleep output supports behavioral activity,

, ..Why do light attenuation and fatigue not cause fre-
examp~e, the perlod curve of the noctu,rnal model in Fl,g. quent exceptions to the circadian rule as they do to
4IjJ to mcreas~ more slowly as a functlon of 11 than in Aschoff's rule? This issue will be more extensively dis-
Flg. 3B. In Flgs. 3B and 4B the nocturnal model loses cussed in sections 12 and 13 but some intuitive com-
c~rcadian rhythmicity at a lower light level than the ments can immediately be m~de- Fatigue is a feedback
diu:nal model. Thus the model reflec~s Asc~off's obser- signal that is contingent upon on-cell activity. Whenever
,:atlon (3): "Among the m.ammal~, an int.enslty of 100 Ix. fatigue becomes strong enough to attenuate on-cell activ-
lS surpassed ?y 37% ,of ~lghtactlve speCles, and by 71 % ity while the animal is active, it also undermines its own
of the dayactlve specles. source of activation. An analysis of wakeful rest and

sleep shows how fatigue causes its different effects on a
9. Circadian Rule: Numerical Studies and T. Light at~enuati?n occurs only when the a~im~ is

asleep. Hence lt has l1ttle effect on a and the clrcadian
In contrast to Aschoff's rule, the circadian rule holds rule, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 5A with 58 and

for both nocturnal and diurnal model in all eight cases. Fig. 5C with 5D.
Figure 5 summarizes illustrative numerical results by By comparing Figs. 3 and 5, numerical plots of p
plotting a (duration of behavioral activity) as a function (duration of wakeful rest plus sleep) as a function of LL
of 11. We define a in the model as the total amount of are obtained. Figure 6 shows that p is not always a
time during each cycle when monotonic function of 11 despite the fact that a is

() N (10) always a monotonic function <>f 11. The comparison
Xl t > between Figs. 5 and 6 provides one of many examples

as in section 7. In all cases a increases with 11 in the showing that the relationship between activity and sub-
diurnal model and decreases with LL in the nocturnal sequent rest-sleep is far from simple.

I
I £!
I 'I,"';'

I ~{i
i:~:
"":"
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A 8 that shuts its eyes during sleep. In the model, normal eye

F LA R G E closure in a lighted room corresponds to a value of 8

~ 8 -~ e -0 between 0 and 1. A self-selected light-dark cycle is iden-

~ -I ~ -tified with the case 8 = O. The case f} = 1, in contrast,

corresponds to an animal which is sensitive to light even

~ ~ when its eyes are closed and has no dark hiding place.

~ ~ Figures 3 and 4 indicate that a lengthening of T occurs

~ in the diurnal gated pacemaker with cpmplete light at-

a: tenuation during sleep. In all cases and at all light levels,

T is lengthened when f} = 0 (right columns) compared

with when f} = 1 (left columns). This is because a model

.animal asleep in the dark (f) = 0) must wait for the

.o.o~ 0.06 ; 00 0.02 ..06 internal pacemaker dynamics to cause awakening. How-

LL LL .ever, a model animal asleep in the light (8 > 0) has the

DC 00 joint action of both arousal (1) and light input (J = 8L)

HaCTU"HAL in Eqs. Id and 13 working to hasten the onset of the next

~ e e e eo IUAHAL F = 0 activity cycle. Thus p is shorter whe.n f} is positive than

~ 8 -1 ~ when 8 = 0, as in Fig. 6 (diurnal). Consequently T is also

~ -::; shorter when f} is positive than when f} = 0, as in Figs. 3

and 4 (diurnal).

Finally, comparisons between A and B in both Fig. 3

and Fig. 4 suggest the following prediction. When F is

large and f} = 1 (Figs. 3A and 4A), Aschoffs rule holds:

diurnal T decreases as LL increases. In contrast, when

f} = 0, the graph of diurnal T values first decreases and

then increases. The model thus predicts that a diurnal

mammal which obeys Aschoff's rule in a coI:lstant light

.06 0.02 o.o~ 0.08 environment will obey the rule less consistently at high

LL LL light levels when given dark shelter or lights out during

co 00 sleep and will obey Aschoff's rule more consistently if

C D light level is increased during sleep.

FIG. 6. Length p of rest interval as function of light intensity LL. Systems A-D correspond to systems in Fig. 3, A-D, respectively. .11. StabUtty of r: Clock-Ltke Properttes

of Gated Pacemaker

10. Light Attenuation and Self-Selected Light-Dark Alm~st by definition a ~ircadian pacema~er m';lst keep

C le . D . i ll I_.

A P ed i" t in n approximately accurate time despite the intrusion of a yc s tn turna .LY.lamma",. r... ov

fl . h . I I . I .

Th b . .uctuatmg c emlca or e ectnca enVIronment. e aS1C

The importance of the light attenuation factor f} is gated pacemaker, without fatigue, is clock-like in the

shown by experiments on diurnal mammals which con- dark (6). In particular the transmitter accumulation rate

trast the T that is found under steady light conditions (D) in Eqs. 3 and 4 determines the approximate period

with the T that occurs when the mammal can eliminate of the pacemaker in the dark, except near the limits

light before going to sleep. Our analysis leads to some where circadian rhythmicity breaks down. Once D is

predictions within this paradigm. fixed the other parameters such as arousal level (1) have

As reported by Aschoff (3) ". ..lengthenings of T due comparatively little effect on T.

to self-selected light-dark cycles have been observed in Except at extreme parameter values this stability of T

the Rhesus monkey, Macaca mulatta, [31], in the squirrel is maintained by the joint action of fatigue and light

monkey, Saimiri sciureus, (Tokura and Aschoff, unpubl.) attenuation (Fig. 4B). Section 13 will analyze the follow-

and in man [29]." Wever (30) reports numerous experi- ing properties in detail. If the diurnal pacemaker receives

ments on man in which T is longer during self-selected a light input at the on-cells the subsequent increased on-

light-dark cycles than during constant illumination. cell activity causes a larger F signal to the off-cells, and

We predict that a diurnal mammal which self-selects the new balance between light and fatigue keeps a. close

light-dark cycles will, at sufficiently high illuminations, to its dark value. If the nocturnal pacemaker receIves a

tend to violate Aschoff's rule more than the same mam- light input at the off-cells, the subsequent decreased on-

mal kept in continuous light at these illumination levels. cell activity causes a smaller F signal to the o.ff-cells: the

We also predict that if light level is increased enough sum of light input plus fatigue at the off-cells is balanced,

during sleep in diurnal mammals to compensate for eye and a is again preserve:ci. During sl~ep .in b?th diurn~l

closure then Aschoff's rule will tend to hold more con- and nocturnal models, lIght attenuatIon implIes that p is

sistentiy. relatively unaffected by the ambient light level. Thus the

As pointed out by Wever (30), a self.selected light- sum T = a + p is kept approximately constant and

dark cycle is experienced, to some extent, by any animal independent of the light levels.~
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12. Analysis of Aschoff's Rule during one cycle. In Fig. 7A the increment ~a in a caused
We will now analyze the factors that generate curves ~y an upward shift in the ~aph of Xl(t) is compensated

of the form shown in Figs. 3-6. Of the eight cases y an equal d~crement ~p in p. Consequently T does not
(nocturnal vs. diurnal, F a 0 vs. F large, and (J = 0 vs. change as LL ~nc~eases If the only effect of LL is to cause
(J = 1), some can be easily explained by using qualitative a~ up~ard ShIft In ~he grap~ of x\(t).. Figure 7 B shows
arguments. These cases will be treated in the present t at t e u~ward shIft. descrIbed by FIg. 7A is approxi-
section. The more difficult cases are discussed in sections mately vahd. At the hght level chosen for Fig. 7 B, ~a
13 and 14. ex~ctly balances ~p so that T in LL equals T in DD. The

1 A. Basic pacemaker: F 5 0 and (J = 1. Consider Fig. shIft ap~roximation is ~alid at low and moderate light
I 3C..In this case neither fatigue feedback nor light atten- levels (FIg..3C) but be~ins to bre.ak down at high light

uation due to eye closure occurs, so both diurnal and levels. SectIO? 14 explains why t~IS happens.
nocturnal models generate the same T as a function of B. Aschoff ~ rule IS due to fangue: F large and (J = 1.
LL. Consider a diurnal model for definiteness. How can Our ex~lanatlon of Aschoffs rule depends on the fact
we explain the effect of a parametric increase in steady that fa~Igue can cause a relatively large change in the
light level on such a model? approxIma.te balance between ~a and ~p. A comparison

By Eq. Idthe light input J(t) directly excites on-cells. betwee? FIg. 5, A a~d C, (a) and between Fig. 6, A and
As a first approximation, an increase in J tends to shift C, (p) Illustrates thIS property of the model. In Fig. 5A
the graph of x\(t) upward. Figure 7A depicts an upward t~e graphs of a as a functi.on of LL .are relatively flat; in
shift of the graph x\(t) generated by the model in the FIg. 5C the graph of the dIurnal a rIses sharply, and the
dark. This upward shift idealizes the effect of a para- graph of the nocturnal a falls sharply as LL increases.
metric increase in LL. Figure 7 B compares the graph of In contrast thec graph of no~tur~al p in Fig. 6A is. similar
x\(t) generated in the dark with the graph of x\(t) gen- to that of the noc~ur?al p in FIg. 6C, and t~e dIurnal p
erated by a positive level of LL. graphs are also sImIlar. The effect of fatIgue on the

In Fig. 7A the graph of x\(t) is compared with the balance between a an.d p gives As.choffs rule in Figs. 3A
threshold N at which the model becomes active. The a?d 4~. W~ now co~slder how fatigue causes large devia-
activity period a is the total time when tions In. thIS approxImate balance of ~a and ~p.

ConsIder the diurnal model depicted in: Fig. 3A. II) this
Xl(t) > N (10) ~odel the F signal becomes large during activity, but no

hght attenuation occurs during sleep. We assume that
..fatigue decays with a time scale that is shorter than the
: duration of p in the no-fatigue case (Fig. 3C). Underx TI. ~'MA ""0 ~hese circumstances light activates on-cell activity that

~ in turn causes a build up of fatigue. Fatigue excites the
~ off-cells that inhibit the on-cells, thereby tending to shut

down the on-cell activity. Fatigue then tends to shorten,
-RCT I v I TT A or .clip, the tir.ne .intervals when Xl (t) is large. Parameter
~ REST a lS hereby slgnlficantly decreased by the action of fa-

tigue. In contrast, after on-cell activity is reduced and
rest or sleep begins, the F signal is no longer activated
by the on-cells. Fatigue exponentially decays with a time

~ scale that is shorter than the duration of p in the no-.AI.'" ""0 f t. Th h F . 1 .90.00 111.00 21.00 02.00 51.00 70.00 a 19ue case, us:.e sIgna has slgnificantly decayed
T (HOURS) before off-cell activIty would otherwise spontaneously

~ 0 I URNAL decay, Fatigue consequently has little effect on p.
~ "L'"" "HI F = 0 The net effect of fatigue in this case is to cause a

8= 1 significant decrease of a relative to the no-fatigue case
and a small change in p relative to the no-fatigue case,
In all, a decrease in T is caused. As LL is parametrically

I increased, these effects of fatigue also increase. Thus a
J ;; ACT I V [TT B d~crease of T as a, function of LL is predicted in the

REST diurnal model of Flg. 3A. A comparison of a values for
the diurnal models, as described in Fig. 5, A and C, shows
that a large F signal can almost eliminate the increase
in a that would otherwise be caused by light. A similar

~ comparison of Fig. 6, A and C, shows that a large F signal
'0.00 '".00 2 .00 112.00 00 has little effect on p as a function of LL.

T (HOURS) A .. 1 1. h d .
slml ar argument app les to t e nocturnal mo el in

FIG. 7. Comp&;ri~nofon-cellpo~ntialinligbtwitbanupwardshift Fig. 3A. The main difference with the diurnal model is
of on-cell potentlal In the dark. Dlum&:i °n.-cell potentials x,(t) are that light and fatigue both activate off-cells. In the
plotted for case F -0 and 8 = J, as In Figs. 3C, 5C, and 6C. All b f f '. .
parameters are chosen as in Table 1. A plots xJt) in the dark, and a sence 0 atIgue, LL increases p and dec~eases ~ (FlgS.

same curve shifted upward by 0.1. B plots xJt) in the dark and xJt) 5C and 6C). In the nocturnal model wlth fatIgue, a
when LL = 0.026. In all 4 curves T = 24 h. parametric increase in LL causes a parametric decrease
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R in on-cell activity that in turn causes a parametric de- approximations we have made are valid for diurna
crease in ~a.ti~e: This par~metric decrease. i~ fatigue models: A comparison of Fig. 6, Band D, with Fig. 6, A
tends to dismhib1t parametr1cally on-cell activ1ty. Con- and C, Illustrates the extent to which this property holds

, sequently fatigue tends to compensate for the direct especially for diurnal models.
: effect of LL on the decrease in a. Thus a decreases more D. Exceptions to Aschoff's rule: F 5 0 and /J = O. Lei, slowly with fatigue than without fatigue as LL increases. us apply these approximations to the diurnal model ir

The increase of p with LL accompanied by the attenuated Fig. 3D. This diurnal model differs from the diurna
?ecre.ase in a with LL predicts tha~ T increases with LL model in Fig. ~C only because it attenuates light durin!
m thiS nocturnal model. A companson of the nocturnal sleep. In the diurnal model of Fig. 3C an increase of LI

~ mo~els described in Fig~. ~, A and C, shows th.at a large causes an increase of a and a decrease of p. By the abov!
F slgnal can almost el1mmate the decrease m a that argument the increase of a is little affected by ligh'
would otherwise be caused by light. A similar comparison attenuation, but the decrease of p (Fig. 6C) is eliminate(
of Fig. 6, A and C, shows that a large F signal has little in the diurnal model with /J = 0 (Fig. 6D). The net effec'
effect upon p as a function of LL. is an increase of T as a function of LL, which is observe(

C. Light attenuation during sleep: /J = O. We now (Fig. 3D).
consider some of the main effects that are due to light Similarly, to understand the nocturnal model of Fig
attenuation during sleep. Two general properties guide 3D, we ,compare it with the nocturnal model of Fig. 3C
this discussion: 1) because light is not attenuated when In this latter model (F. 0 and /J = 1), an increase of LI
the model is active, light attenuation has little effect on causes a decrease of a and an increase of p. This decrea51
a in Fig. 5, Band D, compared with Fig. 5, A and C, of a is little affected by switching from case /J = 1 tl
respectively, in which no light attenuation occurs; 2) the /J = 0, because light attenuation during sleep has littl,
effects of light attenuation on p are more subtle. Param- effect on wakeful activity (Fig. 5D). In contrast, switch
eter p is the sum of the durations of wakeful rest and ing from case /J = 1 to /J = 0 has a large effect on p. I
sleep within one cycle. Light attenuation occurs only /J = 0, changes in light intensity tend not to influence f.
during the sleep component of p. Figure 8 describes the Figure 6D shows that this tendency is valid at low ant
effects of a shift in the curve of ~l(t) on the duration of moderate light levels. Section 14 explains why p increase
wakeful rest. The shift in Fig. 8 causes approximately no with LL at large light levels.
change in this duration. This is not always true, and E. Difficult cases. The preceding analysis does no
section 13 will investigate those cases in which the du- answer the following questions. 1) When F is large ant
ration of wakeful rest changes significantly as LL in- /J = 0, why does the nocturnal model obey Aschoffs rul
creases. Where this approximation holds, we can con- while the diurnal model generates a nonmonotonic
clude that the duration of wakeful rest changes relatively (Fig. 3B)? 2) In the absence of fatigue, why does th,
little as a function of LL. The main differential effects nocturnal T always increase at high light levels (Fig. 3, (
of /J = 0 vs. 8 = 1 on p occur during the sleep interval. and D)? Answers to these questions require a mort

If /J = 0, then no light is registered during sleep. Let detailed analysis of the dynamics of Eqs. 1-5 than tha
us assume that the model is in approximately the same which was used to explain the other cases. This fine
state whenever Xl(t) reaches the sleep threshold Q, as in analysis is described in sections 13 and 14.
Eq. 12. Because no light is registered during sleep, the
duration of sleep will then be approximately constant as
LL increases. 13. Analysis of Joint Action of Fatigue

Because p is the sum of wakeful rest and sleep dura- and Light Attenuation on Citcadian Period
tions, p is approximately constant as LL increases, if the To answer the first question we need to consider moll

closely the asymmetrical action of fatigue and light at
~ tenuation of the diurnal and nocturnal models. No ar
-gument has yet studied how these factors alter dynamic;

of the transmitter gates Zl and Zz through time. Now WI'" .
dN 0 so.

..: F = 0 First we will discuss the diurnal model of Fig. 3B. Thi

model differs frot:Il the diurnal model of Fig. 3A onl:
~ ACTIVITY because it attenuates light during sleep. We can therefofl

;0 use the same reasoning as in Fig. 3A to conclude that (
SLEEP in Fig. 3B and 5B is relatively insensitive of LL. All ou

'" analysis will be devoted to showing why p (Fig. 6B), an.
~ hence T, first decreases and then increases as a functiol

of LL. We consider the decreasing and the increasin,
'" portions of the p curve separately.
~ A. Basic pacemaker in the dark. To begin this analysi
'0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 we need to stud y how x and x are switched on and oflT (HOURS) 1 2

8 G h ( ) ' h cia k . d .th h.fted For simplicity, we first consider the pacemaker when th
FIG. .rap XI tint e r Iscompare WI same curve s I. .. J d f "

(F = 0'
up by 0.15. Durations of 2 brief wakeful rest periods are little affected lig~t mp~t 1S zero ( ~ 0) an a~lgue 1~ z.ero -,

by such a shift. All parameters are chosen as in Table 1. This bas1c pacemaker 1S analyzed m detail m Carpente
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and Grossberg (6). The pacemaker equations for the ~
gated pacemaker in the dark with no fatigue are 6\ Hz (II I

dxl/dt = -Axi + (B -xI)[1 + f(XI)ZI] (14) ~

-(Xl + C)g(X2) ~

dx2/dt = -Ax2 + (B -x2)[1 + f(X2)Z2] (15) ~

-(X2 + C)g(xI) ~

dzl/dt = D(E -ZI) -Hf(Xl)ZI (3) Q",
dz2fdt = D(E -zJ -Hf(xJZ2 (4) -

Suppose that this system begins with XI large and X2 Q
small, but with both transmitters fully accumulated, so ~

that by Eqs. 3 and 4 Zl ~ E and Z2 ~ E. At first, XI

maintains its advantage over X2 as follows. Because Xl is
large and ZI ~ E, the feedback signal from the on.cell

(population) /.)1 to itself is large, as is the negative feed-

back signal g(xI) from /.)1 to the off-cell (population) /.)2. Q

Because f(xJ is large, however, ZI is slowly deplet~d at :.1.00 0,00 1,00 2,00 ..

the rate -Hf(xI)zl by Eq. 3. As a result the gated sIgnal w ;go

f(xI)zl gradually becomes small despite the fact that XI FIG 9 P .t ' " edb k fu . H ( ) '
E 18 I d f., .OSI Ive ,e ac nctlon, W In q. P otte as unc-

remaInS large. tion of w at several values of parameter z, When z < liB, H,(w) is a

During this time X2 and its feedback signal f(xJ remain decreasing function of w. When z > liB, H,(w) has a local maximum
small. Thus the transmitter release rate -Hf(xJZ2 in Eq. between w = 0 and w = B. In the plots, B = 5, E = 0.4, 1= 0.1, and
4 also remains small, and Z2 remains large as ZI is grad- f(w) = max(w,O).

ually depleted. As a result of these changes the positive

feedback term repeat itself as Z2 is depleted and ZI is replenished.

(B -XI)[1 + f(xJzJ (16) B. Diurnal model with F large and fJ = o. To under-

, .stand the diurnal model of Figs. 38 and 4B, the influ.
In Eq. 14 -,dimInIshes relatIve to the posItIve feedback ences of fatigue and light attenuation on the pacemaker

term must be considered. To study the influence of these

(B -xJ[1 + f(XJZ2] (17) factors on p, we consider the phase of the circadian cycle

when X2 has just won the competition with Xl. Due to the
in Eq: 15. Because f(w) = max(w, 0) by Eq. 6 the feedback earlier large values of XI, the F signal is large at this

functIons transition by Eq. 5. As Xl decreases below the sleep

H.(w) = (B -w)[I + f(w)z] (18) threshold Q in. Eq. 12, the light input J(t) shuts off,
because fJ = 0 In Eq. 13. Consequently throughout the

have the form depicted in Fig. 9 at different values of z. sleep interval, only the arousal input I occurs in Eq. 1d
If X2 is near zero then HZ2(xJ ~ BI given any value of Z2, to help XI compete with X2, and XI obeys Eq. 14 of a basic

0 :S Z2 :s E. In contrast, if XI is large Hz,(xJ > BI for pacemaker in the dark.

Zl ~ E, whereas Hz! (Xl) < BI for Zl s o. Thus as Zl is In contrast, at the beginning of wakeful rest and sleep,

depleted, the relative sizes of Eqs. 16 and 18 can reverse, X2 receives a large F signal. This signal acts like an

even while Xl is still large. excitatory input that increases the asymptote of X2 rela-

Due to the relatively large decrease in Eq. 16, Xl itself tive to the values attained by the pacemaker Eq. 15

begins to decrease, as does g(Xl) in Eq. 15. The positive without fatigue. Furthermore, increased LL causes in-

,~ term (Eq. 17) in Eq. 15 can therefore begin to overcome creased levels of fatigue, and hence larger X2 values, early

the negative feedback term in sleep. A larger X2 function causes a smaller Z2 function
, -( + C)g( ) (19) by Eq. 4. Figure 10 shows how the graph of Z2 is depressed

X2 Xl by the action of light, via the F signal in Eq. 2d.

n in Eq. 15, and X2 begins to grow. At first the growth of X2 During wakeful rest and sleep h(xl) = 0 by Eq. 8. Thus

does not depend on the size of Z2, because if X2 is small F decays at the exponential rate K during this interval,

then Hz(xJ ~ BI no matter how Z is chosen. As X2 begins as in Eq. 5. Because F decays on an ultradian time scale,

to increase, however, the continued increase of X2 de- it becomes approximately zero significantly before the

pends critically on the fact that Z2 is large, since HE(xJ end of the sleep interval. The transmitter gate Z2 fluc-

is an increasing function Qf X2, whereas Ho(xJ is a de- tuates on a slower time scale, however, so the depression

creasing function of X2 (Fig. 9). Because Z2 is large when of Z2 caused by F persists for a longer time.
X2 begins to grow, a switch in the relative sizes of Xl and The transition between increasing values of XI and

X2 occurs. As X2 becomes large, it suppresses Xl via the decreasing values of X2 begins while the model is asleep.

large negative feedback signal g(xJ in Eq. 14. Now X2 During this time potential Xl is activated only by arousal

has the advantage, and the competitive cycle starts to I. Potential X2 is no longer directly influenced by F,
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~ 0 begin. The duration of sleep thus increases with J at
Q ; ~:~i'"",_~/I~~~ large values ofJ. C. Nocturnal model with F large and (J = O. We now

~ '. OS7 expl.ain why T increases ~ith LL in the n.octurnal mode!

Q of FIgS. 38 and 48 wherein both large F sIgnals and light

attenuation occur. This increase in T is due to the in.

_ID crease of p with LL (Fig. 68), because a is fairly constant

'=~ as a function of LL (Fig. 58). Most of this increase in p
~ LL=. is due to an increase in the duration of sleep. The

0 I URNAL duration of wakeful rest is relatively constant and brief.

~ F LARGE The reasons for these properties follow. In the noctur.
Q 9=0 nal model light input J excites the off-cell potential X2

WAKEFUL ~ES1 I h b f ,"' .. LL ld .
~ ,.. n tea sence 0 latigue, increaSing wou lmpl~

:: SLEEP AC11VIT decreasing a, as in Fig. 5D. The decrease in XI that woulc

c:b.oo 7.00 111.00 21 .00 28.00 otherwise cause a decrease in a also causes a decrease ir

T (HOURS) F. Consequently a is approximately constant as LL in.

FIG. 10. Graphs of zz(t) at 3 light levels (LL): LL = 0, 0.04, and creases in Fig. 58 (section 9). Despite the relative insen.

0.057. All parameters are chosen as in Table 1 for diurnal model with sitivity of a to LL in this case, the size of XI during thE
F large and 8 = O. Graph of zz(t~ w.hen L.L =.0.04 lies ?elow graphs of active period depends on LL. Early in the active period
zz(t) when LL = 0 and 0.057. Similarly In Fig. 3B, 'T IS smaller when I 1. h .

J (E 2 ) I hLL = 0.04 than when LL s 0 and 0.057. See text for explanation of a arger Ig t.mput q. n causes a arger X2, en~e f

covarianceofzz and 'T. Intervals of sleep, wakeful rest,and activity for smaller Xl (FIg. 11). The smaller Xl graph gradually give!

case LL = 0.04 are bound by vertical lines.
II)

although Z2 is still smaller than it would have been in the -

dark. The transition toward wakeful rest is controlled by
the pacemaker equations without fatigue in the dark, ~
namely Eqs. 3, 4, 14, and 15. For wakeful rest to begin, ..:

Z2 must first decay to a value such that the arousal I of

Xl can begin the switch between X2 and Xl' In other words, ~ ACT ITthe value to which Z2 must decay is relatively insensitive ;.. IV T A

to the prior light intensity J and the prior size of the F SLEEP

signal. Because Z2 was already driven to smaller values

by F, however, the remaining decrement in Z2 needed for ~
the transition to begin takes less time to occur than in Q

the absence of F. This property explains the decrease of

p with increasing LL in Fig. 5B. ~
The increase of p at large values of LL is due to an ~o.oo 11.00 8.00 12.00 16.00

increase in the durations of both wakeful rest (following T (HOURS)

activity) and sleep. The increased duration of wakeful II)

rest is explained as follows. As light input J is paramet- :
rically increased, the potential Xl remains within a fixed LL.. 03 NOC TURNAL

interval -C :S Xl :S B. By Eq. 5 the F signal averages F LARGE
h(xJ at a constant rate K. Thus at relatively large values ~ e = 0
of J, the maximal size of F does not grow linearly with ..:

J. In particular, at the threshold N between activity and

wakeful rest, the value FN(J) of F does not grow linearly ~ ACTIVITY
with J. As soon as wakeful rest begins h(xJ = 0, and F ;.. B

decays exponentially at the constant rate K from its SLEEP

initial value FN(J). Thus the size of the decaying signal
F that excites X2 does not keep up with the size of J that ~
excites Xl' It therefore takes longer for Xl to decay from =

the activity threshold N to the sleep threshold Q.
The duration of sleep increases at large J values for ~

the following reason. Due to the longer duration of wake- 90.00 11.00 8.00 I. 16.00
ful rest at large values of J, the value FQ(J) of fatigue at T (HOURS)

the onset of sleep is a decreasing function of J at these FIG. 11. Increase in initial segment of sleep interval when light levi
J values. As in the explanation of why sleep duration (LL) is increased. This increase occurs i~ nocturnal model ~ith F larK
decreases at small values of J a smaller value of F Q(J) and 8 = O. In -4:, !:.L = O. On-cell potentlal %i(t) has a maXImum valu
..' .of 1.6 and a mmlmum value that occurs 3.5 h after sleep onset. In 1.
Implies a larger value of Z2 at the onset of sleep (FIg. 1.°). LL = 0.03. Then %\(t) has a maximum value of 1.35 and a minimur
Consequently it takes longer for Z2 to decay to the pomt value that occurs 6 h after sleep onset. In both A and B, arousal'levi

where a switch from large X2 values to large Xl values can 1- 0.1, as in Fig. 4.
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rise to a smaller F. By the end of the activity period, a light input J turns on, and X2 begins to grow again.
larger J is compensated by a smaller F. Thus the sum Con~equently Xl is forced below Q, and J shuts off. This
J + F in Eq. 2n is relatively independent of J by the end oscillation of Xl around Q continues while Zl slowly
to the activity period. depletes. Finally Zl depletes to a value that prevents Xl

At the onset of sleep J shuts off because 8 = O. Because from recovering in the dark, and a sustained sleep epoch
at sleep onset J + F in LL is about the same size as F ensues. The time during which Xl(t) oscillates about the
alone in DD, F in LL is smaller than F in DD. The sleep threshold Q is the main factor causing the sharp
smaller F input to X2 causes X2 to increase more slowly increase in p at high LL values that is seen in Fig. 6D.

, and hence causes XI to decrease more slowly in the light The diurnal pacemaker exhibits no large change in p
than in the dark, In LL then, Xl takes longer to reach its at high light levels (Fig. 6D). This difference between
minimum (Fig. 11). The increase in p caused by this the diurnal and nocturnal models is explained as follows.
lengthening of the early sleep interval accounts for the In the diurnal model bright light enhances and prolongs

.increase of T with increasing light levels in the nocturnal behavioral activity by its direct input to the on-cell (Eq.
model with large F and 8 = O. 1d). The increased Xl values in bright light lead to

We have now answered the first question of section additional depletion of Zl by the onset of sleep. This extra
12E. depletion of Zl accelerates the rise of X2 after the light.

input shuts off and thus shortens p somewhat (Fig. 6D).
14. Analysis of Pacemaker Without Fatigue The restless oscillation that causes a large change .in p

in the nocturnal model does not occur because the hght
The second question of section .12E addr~sses the cooperates with Xl to cause Zl depletion. In particular, at

proble~ of why noctur~al ~ode.ls wlt~~ut fatIgue have the onset of sleep ZI is smaller due to prior light than it
increasmg T values a~ hIgh hght mtensltIes, as do. all the would have been in the dark. The offset of light and the
nocturnal mammals In Aschoffs suf:'ey (3). SectIo.ns 12 smaller Zl value at sleep onset cause a sustained sleep
and 13 have alread~ shown why, Wlt~ a large ~ slgn,al, epoch to ensue. The duration of this sleep epoch is not
nocturnal T values mcrease .monotomcally as hght In- prolonged by the smaller Zl value because the depletion
creases. To. answer the ,question a,bout ~octurnal models of q triggers the onset of activity. Only after X2 decreases
without fatigue, we agam need to investigate the dynam- and Xl increases due to q depletion does the accumulated
ics of transmitters Zl and q., Zl value maintain large Xl values (section 13).

A. Nocturnal pacemaker wtth F.. 0 and fJ. = O. WeB. Diurnal and nocturnal pacemakers with F .0 and
first consider why p, and hence T, Increases wIth LL at fJ = 1, As noted in section 12A the nocturnal and diurnal
large light intensities in th~ noctur~al mod.el with F.~ 0 pacemakers are symmetrical if F .0 and 8 = 1. They
and fJ = 0 (Figs. 3D and 6D). We wIll ex~lam ~ow b~l~ht therefore have identical T graphs (Fig. 3C). We also
light forces the nocturnal m?del to term mate !ts actIvIty remarked that small constant light inputs tend to cause
cycle before the pacemaker: In the absence of l!ght! would upward (diurnal) or downward (nocturnal) shifts in the
have induced sleep. A ~enod of restless ?scillation b~- graph of Xl (Fig. 7). Because such shifts leave T un-
tween waking an~ sleeping fo~lows the act.lve phase untll changed, the graph of T is relatively flat at low light
sleep is finally Induc.e~. ThIs restless tlm.e below.the levels (Fig. 3C). .
threshold of overt activIty accounts for the Increase In p We will now consider the diurnal model at the hIgh
and T at high light intensities, ..constant light levels where cx grows rapidly with LL (Fig.

Explanation of these propertIes follow. Du~mg t~e 5C). We will show that an increase in LL elongates the
active phase when Xl > N, ~he on-cell po~entI~ Xl is plateau of Xl values during the active phase, thereby
larger than the off-cell potentIal X2, A large hght Input J increasing cx.
to the off-cell/)2 boosts X2 to larger values than X2 would In the dark a switch from large Xl to small XI occurs
have reached in the dark, The inhibitory term when the on-cell positive feedback term

-(Xl + C)g(X2) (20) (B -xJ[1 + f(xJzJ (16)

in Eq, 1 n is also boosted when X2 is boosted and thereby diminishes relative to the off-cell positive feedback term
hastens termination of the active phase. (B -X2)[1 + f(x2)Zz] (17)

~ In the absence of the large light input J, the active ..ji phase would have terminated only after the transmitter Re~all that Eq. 17 ~ppr?xlmatelr equ~ls BI before the

Zl had been depleted (section 13A). In the presence of swItch, A c?~stant hght mput of intensity J changes the
I this light input, termination occurs without the full de- on-cell posItive feedback term (Eq. 16) to

pletion of ZI. Due to its slow rate of change, Zl is still (B -xl)[l + f(xt)zl + J] (21)
larger at the onset of sleep than it would have been in ...
the absence of light input. Also at the onset of sleep the The off-cell posItive feedback term (Eq. 17) is un-
large light input J suddenly shuts off. At this time t~e changed.. "
"restless oscillation" between sleep and wakeful rest is To see why the switch from large Xl to s~all ~l 1.
triggered for the following reasons, progressively delayed by larger values. of J, consl~er tlme~

When J shuts off, X2 loses its major source of excitatory shortly after Xl becomes large. Dun~g ~h~se tIme,s thE
input, The still large ZI then enables Xl to increase. As gradual decay of Zl causes Eq. 21 to dimmIsh rela~lve t(
soon as Xl recrosses the sleep threshold Q, however, the Eq. 17, which approximately equals BI. For a swItch t(

I
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small Xl values to occur, Zl must decay to values in the population. It does this by speeding up the recovery pt
presence of a large J smaller than i~ the dark. Other of inactive pacers ~o that all pace~s .become active II
parameters being equal, an increase In. -! prolongs the synchronously dunng .the ~ext activity c.ycle.
time necessary for Zl to decay the requ1slte amount to The only effect of light In the model IS to change
cause a switch. While Zl is decaying, Xl remains at a large discriminator threshold 8. In a diurnal model 8 decrel
value. The graph of Xl thus develops a progressively as LL increases. In a nocturnal model 8 increases as
larger plateau as J is parametrically increased (Fig. 7B). increases. Thus a diurnal model with increasing LJ

indistinguishable from a nocturnal model with decrt
15 Comparison with Other Models ing LL. If the family of all nocturnal models and

.". family of all diurnal models are chosen to exhaustMost other models of clrcadian rhythms do no~ explaIn same parameter space, then nocturnal and diurnal pI
exceptions to Asc~offs ~le. T~e model of Ennght (11) erties are completely symmetrical.
is a notable excep~lon. ThlS sect1o~ comp~res ?ur ~esults Using these hypotheses Enright (11) simulates
with those of Ennght so as to clanfy the 1mpl1cat1ons of choffs rule and the circadian rule in his nocturnal
both models. diurnal models. Once these rules are simulated for

Enright's model is a, qu.asi.~~ural m?del i~ the follow- diurnal model they automatically follow for the noctu:
ing sense. The model s mtu1tlve bas1s de.nves ~ro~ a model by symmetry. The decrease of T with increa:
formal description of pace. maker neurons W1th act1vat1on LL in Enright's diurnal model follows from the assu
thresholds that decay dun~g each recovery P?ase. These tion that as light level increases fewer pacers need t.
pacemakers are not dynamlcally.defin:d. Ennght defines active for D to fire. The feedback signal from D to
his model in ~erms of stoc.hast1c vanables such as the pacers thus acts earlier during the aggregate buildu:
average durat1on of the discharge phase, the aver~ge pacer activity and thereby shortens the mean dura
duration of the recovery phase, and the amount by wh1ch of the pacers' recovery phases. Because duration of E
internal feedb.ack sho.rte?s the average ~ecovery phase. pacer's active phase is assumed to be directly pro]
This stochast1c descnpt1on enables Ennght to analyze tional to the previous recovery phase, T is shortene.
consequences of his main hypothesis. This hypothesis LL increases.
states that circadian properties are due to. en~rai?t;nent At extreme parameter values, Enright's model
of many individual circadian pacemakers W1th mdlv1dual violate Aschoffs rule (11). These exceptions occur w
circadian properties only roughl~ specified. .1) each pacer's active phase is a large fr~{ijtion of

The main elements of the .Enr1ght model are dep1c~ed previous recovery phase and 2) discriminator fi
in Fig. 12. A large populatlon of endogenousl~ active causes a large reduction (E) in mean recovery time 0
pacers PI, P2, ...Pn are assumed to have app.roxlm.ately the pacers. "In this circumstance, the. accelerating il1
circa~an periods. The output of each p~~e~, 1S ~ b;nary ence of E, during the latt.er I?°rti~n of the ac.tivity ~
functlon that equals one when the pacer lS actlve and extends through the entlre Inactive phase :-of the c~
zero when the pacer is "inactive." Each pacer excites the and therefore affects many of those pacers which W(
discriminator D. The total input t? the discriminator at ordinarily be involved in the subsequent onset of fc
any time equals the number of active pacers. back." In other words when 8 is small, several pacers

The di.'!criminator fires an output signal only .if the able to fire twice during a single discriminator cycle,
total input exceeds a threshold 8~ 'Fhe output of D 1S also this brings about both a lengthening of T and a lenl
a binary function. When D fires, 1t generates a feedback ening of a. In this case Aschoffs rule is violated w
signal that equally excites every .pacer. The mo~el ~~es the circadian rule still holds.
not describe how this feedback Slgnal alters the m.di,:,ld- The circadian rule holds in Enright's model beca
ual pacers. Instead Enright (11) makes the statistlcal (lIst, each pacer is assumed to be active a fixed propor
hypothesis that the feedback signal decrease.s the average of the time. This proportion is assumed not to cha
duration of recovery of the pacer populatlon. The net due to discriminator feedback or light input. Thus w
effect of the feedback signal is to synchronize the pacer a decrease of 8 causes a decrease in the average reco'

duration of all pacers, the average active duration
decreases. Each individual pacer therefore tends to
late the circadian rule. By a second assumption, howe
the fixed ratio' of active time to recovery time in E
pacer maintains the time average of the total input tl
integrated over at least one period, at a constant IE
Thus at smaller values of 8, D is active for a la
fraction of the cycle, so a tends to be larger.

The formal nature of the hypotheses leading to tl
explanations of Aschoffs rule and the circadian. rul

SYSTEM not problematic. These formal hypotheses cO';lld In P
OUTPUT ciple later be instantiated by neural mechamsms. ~

~ serious difficulties in explaining mammalian data (LIGHT'~ d d..., ed h' cern the symmetry between nocturnal an lU:F1G. 12. Schematic representatIon of Ennght s coup! stat astlc models in Enright's explanation of Aschoffs rule and
system.

""". 'i
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consistency with which Enright's model obeys Aschoffs makers would still be synchronized by the feedback F
rule in diurnal models, These formal properties are com- signal. At present, however, our argument suggests that
patible with Enright's goal of considering all vertebra.tes, these p~operties are unnecessa:y ~o. explain ~schoffs
not only mammals. In particular, as Aschoff (3) pOints rule. DIrect measurement of indivIdual perIods and
out, "The data on birds. ..show an unambiguous picture phases of SCN pacemaker cells during free run would
for the day active species... with increasing ILL, T clarify this issue.
shortens above a certain threshold-intensity, whereas
towards lower values of ILL, T seems to level off." Thus 16. Switching Between Diurnal

.diurnal birds tend to obey Aschoffs rule, following En- and Nocturnal Properties
right's interpretation of his discriminator D as a model Other analogs also exist between the two models. In
of the pineal organ in birds. How~ver, ~schoff (3) then Enright (11) a switch between diurnal and nocturnal

.goes on to say "other tha? the quIte unIform T-charac- properties in a single model can be effected by changing
teristics obtained from mghtactlve mammals and day- the rule whereby discriminator threshold 8 is modified
active ~irds, the ~ayactive species of mammals. .,,' show by light. In our model diurnal vs. nocturnal properties
large dIfferences In the dependence of T on ILL- Thus are due to the excitation of on-cells vs. off-cells by light.
diurnal mammals do not consisten~ly obey Aschoffs ":lIe, Both nocturnal and diurnal properties can be generated
follov.:ing th~ ab~en~e of ~ny mentIon of the mammalian by specifying the light intensity ranges where on-cells or
SCN In EnrIght s discus~lon. .off-cells will be excited. For example, Enright (11) re-

Enright formally explaln.s a non~onotomc T by assum- views the Martinez (19) data about the rhesus monkey
ing that the mode.l acts like a diurnal model at small that may be compatible with such a possibility. Whatever
values of LL a~d like .a nocturnal m?del at large values the interpretation of these data, a mechanism for switch-
of LL. Other dIfficultIes of the EnrIght model conce.rn ing between diurnal and nocturnal properties at different
its inability to explain phase response curv.es to brIef intensity levels is easily imagined in our model: let the
light ~ulses, lon~-term ~~tereffects, and split rhythms light-activated off-cell input pathway have a higher
(11) wIthout making addItIonal hypotheses for each phe- threshold than the light-activated on-cell input pathway,
nomenon. and let the off.cell pathway vigorously inhibit the on-

Points of comparison .exist between the g~ted pace- cell pathway when it is activated.
maker model and the EnrIght model. The most Important Some mammals, such as the vole, switch from noctur-
comparison concerns t~~ possible rol~ of a~ync,hronous nal to diurnal properties as the seasons change (27). This
pacers and of synchronizing feed~ack!n EnrIght s expla- change can be conceptualized in our model by a switch
nation ofAschoffs rule and the cIrcadIan rule. Our ~o?el from activation of the on-cell input pathway to activation
also posse~ses individ.ual. I?acers and a synchronizing of the off-cell input pathway due to a seasonally modu-
feedback sIgnal. .The individual pacers are. gat~d pace- lated gating action on these pathways. The slow-gain
makers, located.1n the SCN or, by. exte~slon, In ~ther control process we use to explain the slow onset of split
parts .of the bral~. Th~ fe~d~ack sl~al l~ the F sIgnal rhythms and of long-term aftereffects is sensitive to
that, like the EnrIght dIscrIminator, l~ activated .by out- seasonal variations in lighting level (5, 7). Either this
put ~rom all pacers and ~cts as an Internal zeltgeber, process or a formally analogous process could, in princi-
kee~lng the pacemakers In phase. In contrast to the pIe, be the source of the gating. signals that control
EnrIght model we have shown that Aschoffs rule and seasonal switches between nocturnal and diurnal prop-
the circadian rule can be explained even if the dispersi~ns erties in a gated pacemaker model.
of individual pacer periods and phases are small relatIve ...
to the time scales of the F signal and slow gating proc- This study was supported in ,part by.Alr Force Of~ce of Scientific

A t . f t to the case .n whi ch Research Grant 82-0148 and National Science Foundation Grant MCS-esses. n ex enSlon 0 o~r 8;l'gumen .1. 82-07778.
individual pacers have sIgnIficantly different periods and
phases during free run can be given. These gated pace- Received 1 September 1983: accepted in final form 6 July 1984.
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